Why good photographs matter when
advertising your property, and how you
can help achieve this.

Selling or renting your home faster can come
down to the quality of your photos. Here’s how
you can prepare for a better set of property
images.
In today’s social media centric world, making your property
stand out with professional photographs is more important than
ever before. It is well known that the majority of buyers and
tenants now use the internet as their main source of searching
for their next property. It’s not surprising therefore, of the
importance of the visual appeal of a good photograph as the
first trigger for noticing your property from the crowd.

The internet has given us all the ability to search through a huge number of
properties simultaneously and in a very short space of time when presented on
any of the property web sites by their main photograph and price. This in turn has
enabled us to shortlist those properties which catch our eye, or stand out from the
crowd. The words may provide the detail, room dimensions, additional
information etc, but unless the main photograph entices your potential customers
to dig deeper in the first place, your property may never get to be read in detail
let alone attract interest for a viewing.
It’s the photographs and the first impression they create that could therefore make
all the difference when choosing your house over its competition.
It stands to reason therefore in taking the time to get property images right. Your
photographs have to show off all of your property’s main features, and together
create a visual story of the potential lifestyle that purchasing or renting your
property can provide.
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A Room With A View

However, as important as using a skilled photographer to make
your images really pop, a great property photo isn’t only down to
the camera type and the person taking the photos. Just as
important is way the property is prepared or staged. If you are
thinking of selling or letting your property as quickly as possible
and to attract the best prices, here a few tips you should consider
when preparing your property for it’s all important photoshoot.

Have your ideal customer in mind
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Gardeners Paradise

Whether you are selling your own home or renting one out, try to put yourself in
the position of your ideal customer. Think about the main features in your
property that would attract your ideal customer, and how these features can be
shown in their best light on your photographs. Likewise, think about any features
you feel would put off potential customers in your photographs, such as
inappropriate wall colour, odd looking furniture or a room not currently being
used for its intended purpose.
Remedying or enhancing these features before having your photographs taken
will give your property the best chance showing itself to its best potential, and
working on your marketing strategy options with your agent at an early stage is
advisable.

Help Create a lifestyle

Time To Unwind

or

The Perfect Walk Along The River

If an image speaks a thousand words, then your photographs have the potential
of telling a whole story. They should help your customers in creating an image
and visualising the potential of each room and the lifestyle they could enjoy. It is
therefore important for your photographs to give your rooms a character, and
there is no better way to do this than through the use of accessories.
On the day of the photoshoot, make sure you have plenty of accessories to give
your rooms that added life. For the kitchen it could be croissants or a half cut loaf
of bread on the kitchen table, a well placed fruit bowl, or some seasonal flowers
in a vase. For living rooms, it could be some candles, lifestyle magazines, throws
and cushions. For bathrooms it could include a few well placed luxury toiletries
and towels.
Ask your agent for advise on how best
to arrange items and furniture. A good
agent will be able to demonstrate home
staging skills, and even provide staging
accessories of their own to help bring
your photographs to life.

Declutter, Clean and touch up
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Clutter always has a negative impact on a photograph, and quite frankly is such
an avoidable problem if a little work is carried out prior to the photographer
coming round. Temporarily moving or storing items where possible is a good
idea. Clear away kids toys and pet accessories. You might also feel more
comfortable taking away family photographs from the room shots, but if you do,
try and replace these with more generic pictures so as to not create a cold or
empty space.
Presenting your property in a clean state is also a must.
Make sure there are no unsightly marks or blemishes that
will be seen in the photograph, ensuring the floors, table
tops, tiles and kitchen surfaces are clean and tidy, and beds
are made.
Somewhere in your home there’s a niggling flap of
wallpaper that needs sticking back down, or a stain caused
by a leaky radiator, or a mark on a wall. Resolving these
issues takes little more than a brush of paste or paint, so
take the time to make a few touch-ups before the camera
arrives.

After A Major Declutter

Good Lighting is essential

A well lit room will help create the right impression. A property photographer’s
skill in using additional lighting and adjusting the camera are often the difference
between a photograph which looks natural and warm, as opposed to dark or
washed out. For this reason alone, a good agent will employ a professional
photographer or make sure their in house photographer has the skills necessary
to shape light in the correct manner. For your part, make sure any dead bulbs are
replaced, so your images are well lit.

Dull & Cold
&

Warm & Bright
Clear & Bright

Review your photos

Stickers & Photographers

Simply Stunning

We may not all be professional photographers, but we can spot a bad photo when
we see one. Always insist on reviewing the photographs before they are
published, and be critical of any imperfections. Look for signs of poor focus, bad
lighting or plain weird angles. If your photographs don’t impress you, they will
almost certainly not impress your customers.
Many agents will underplay the importance of good photography in their haste
to get your property onto the market. In our opinion, you only get one chance to
impress your customers when presenting it to the market. Make that extra effort
to make sure that first impression gives your property the best possible start and
a crucial advantage in getting itself noticed over its competitors.

A little effort can make such a difference

